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Abstract Background: Increased intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) is a complication related to physio pathological
changes with high rates of mortality and morbidity. Abdominal surgery is consider one of the risk factors that can
increased IAP. Measurement can be done by direct or indirect methods, being the most used the transurethral (TM).
However this method continues to generate some controversy. This study tries to clarify the doubts of the effect of
body position when we use different methods to measure IAP. Methodology: Study realized an anatomical model in
order to eliminate the described variables that influence IAP: abdominal and gastric contraction, micturition reflex
and breathing. IAP was measured, directly, via microsensor and, indirectly, by TM and intragastric manometry, in
five different body positions. The study population consists in a population of 29 anatomical model, 14 males and 15
females, with an average weight of 12.04 ± 5.67 kilograms (Kg). The inclusion criteria consisted in the absence of
abdominal disease that would. Principal Findings: IAP determination by direct method showed no differences in the
five body positions (P=0.765). The indirect method with better correlation with the direct was TM (cc0.87). Indirect
methods revealed statistically significant differences with the direct, only in the Trendelenburg and reverse
Trendelenburg. Conclusions: The clinical impact of this study is to decrease the doubts in the measurements of IAP.
This study improves the knowledge of the application of the direct and indirect methods to accesses IAP. IAP is not
affected by body position and the direct pressure value measured in all positions is constant. Only if the indirect
methods are used, in Trendelenburg and reverse Trendelenburg positions, they may underestimate or overestimate
IAP value. For the first time it was explained why this phenomenon occurs.
Keywords: Abdominal surgery, Intra-abdominal pressure, transurethral method, intragastric manometry, body
position
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1. Introduction
Increased intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) is a
complication related to physio pathological changes in
cardiac, respiratory, renal, gastrointestinal, liver and
nervous systems. Increased IAP may originate
pathological changes, causing abdominal compartment
syndrome [1,2,3,4]. These alterations influence vital
functions of the patient, which lead to a high mortality and
morbidity [3,5,6,7,8]. One of the main risk factors, is the
diminished abdominal wall compliance caused by
abdominal surgery [7,9,10]. Hernia and its surgical repair
are also linked with elevated IAP [11,12,13].
The measurement of IAP may be performed through
direct or indirect methods. Direct measurement of IAP is
used as a reference to indirect methods [14,15] and can be
measured with a solid microtranducer placed in the
abdominal cavity [16]. The use of indirect methods has
advantages due to it being less invasive, more cost
efficient, and easier to use [17,18]. The transurethral
method (TM) is the most commonly used for measuring
IAP and it is considered the gold standard [17,19,20,21].

This method has already been clinically validated [22].
However, the measurement of IAP by TM continues to
generate some controversy due to the large number of
variables that can affect it, questioning its reproducibility
[17,23-28]. Intragastric manometry (IGM) is other indirect
method used to measure IAP by means of a nasogastric or
gastrostomy tube when TM cannot be used. IGM also has
already clinically validated [15,20,29]. Davies and coworkers compared the indirect methods, TM and IGM,
with direct measurements via peritoneal dialysis catheter
and conclude that the TM achieved better correlation
coefficients in comparison with IGM [30]. There are also
several studies comparing IAP measurement methods
using animal models of rabbits, pigs and dogs [18,31,32].
Although the above studies show similar findings, they
have poor experimental design and cannot fully explain
the divergent results obtained in clinical practice.
Most patients in intensive care unit (ICU) are nursed
with an head-of-bed elevation to reduce the risk of
ventilator-associated pneumonia and pressure ulcers (33).
Measuring IAP via the bladder in the supine position is
still the accepted standard method but sometimes these
measurements are made with head-of-bed elevation (34).
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Several studies describe that the patient´s position
influence the measurement of IAP [26,35,36,37].
The role of TM as the gold standard for IAP has
become a matter of debate but in our days continues to be
the most used to access IAP in clinical patients and
experimental study´s worldwide [17,20]. The incorrect use
and interpretation of TM can influence the IAP
measurements. This study tries to clarify the doubts of the
effect of body position when we use different methods to
measure IAP. The value of IAP is also used to determine
abdominal perfusion pressure (APP) which is an accurate
predictor of visceral perfusion in patients. APP and IAP
are booth clinical parameters used to classify the degree of
abdominal hypertension. The accurate measurement of
IAP is clinically relevant to not influence practician in the
wrong way.

2. Materials and Methods
The methodology used in this study was chosen
because of the difficulty of eradicating some of the
variables that influence the method and all the ethical
issues linked to experimentation. Using an analytical
approach of breaking a problem down into smaller
problems the study was realized in a cadaver anatomical
model of the abdominal cavity. Like this, the large number
of variables that affects IAP was reduced to a single

variable: influence of body positon. The anatomic model
of the abdominal cavity allowed the eradication of the
described variables that influence IAP: abdominal and
gastric contraction, micturition reflex and breathing
[23,37-43]. The model of the abdominal cavity used was
from dog, to maintain the similarity of the anatomical
biology. To avoid changes in tissue tension and elasticity
of the cavity´s the study was performed immediately after
cadaver´s entry into the service of pathological anatomy.
The study population consists in a population of 29 dog
cadavers, 14 males and 15 females, with an average
weight of 12.04 ± 5.67 kilograms (Kg), received for
necropsy at the Department of Pathology, Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine. None of the animals used in this
study were euthanized for this purpose. The inclusion
criteria consisted in the absence of abdominal disease that
would affect the abdominal cavity and its organs, which
was confirmed by necropsy. All cadavers showing marked
alterations of tension and elasticity of the abdominal
cavity and its organs were eliminated from the study.
The IAP was measured by three methods - Direct, TM
and IGM (Figure 1) - in five different positions – lateral,
ventral and dorsal recumbency, Trendelenburg and reverse
Trendelenburg (45 degrees angle). All measurements were
performed before the necropsy and all the determinations
were carried out in the framework of normal necropsy.

Figure 1.

2.1. Direct IAP Measurements
IAP measurement was held directly through an intraperitoneal catheter of 16 G. The insertion of the catheter
was performed at the midline near the umbilicus scar. Two
sites of increased resistance were noted during cannula
placement: the peritoneal aponeurosis and the peritoneal
serosa. Once in the peritoneal cavity, the CODMAN
sensor (Codman, Johnson & Johnson) was inserted inside
the catheter, until it entered into the abdominal cavity [16].
Readings were carried out after the stabilization of the
pressure [3]. Before introducing the catheter into the

abdomen, the sensor was calibrated according to the
manufacturer's instructions and the reference was adjusted
to zero, the reference being atmospheric pressure [16].

2.2. Indirect IAP Measurements
The existing indirect methods to measure IAP are
mostly based on the use of a water column metrically
divided [17]. Indirect systems such as TM and IGM allow
the connection between organic structures and a water
column by urinary and gastric medical disposable
catheters, extensions and three-way stopcock. Both
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systems allow IAP measurement after allowing, by means
of the three-way stopcock, the dynamic balance between
the water column and the fluid restrained in the bladder or
stomach, respectively (Figure 1). The conversion to
mmHg was done by multiplying by 0.736 [16].
The TM was originally described by Kron and coworkers [44,45], but suffered some modifications [17].
One of the most commonly used modifications is the
closed technique, proposed by Cheathman and co-workers
[46]. This technique has some advantages over the initial
method for which it was applied in this study [17]. IAP
was measured via a transurethral bladder catheter. The
bladder was emptied and a standard volume of sterile
saline solution, 0.5 to 1 ml/kg of 0.9% saline, was instilled
into the bladder to slightly distend it (too much saline in
the bladder would elevate IAP) [19]. A three-way
stopcock was connected to the transurethral bladder
catheter and the other entrance was connected to a column
of water, filled with sterile saline solution, to create a
closed system. Once saline was instilled into the bladder,
the three way stopcock was turned on, to allow the
connection between the animal’s bladder and the fluid
column contained in the extension set. This led to the
decrease in height of the fluid column, until its pressure
was balanced with the pressure inside the bladder. The
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equilibrium point was considered to be the IAP. Its
numerical value was obtained considering the zero point
of the metric scale to be the level of the patient’s
symphysis pubis [19,47].
The IGM is similar to the TM, but the water column is
connected to the stomach instead of the bladder. IAP
pressure was measured via a standard nasogastric tube,
which is positioned in the stomach. In this procedure, the
volume of fluids instilled in the stomach was 50 ml per
animal. We then allowed the connection between the fluid
contained in the stomach and the water column, as to
reach the equilibrium point. This point was considered to
be IAP [17,32].
Consecutive measurements were carried out by indirect
and direct methods in the five positions: lateral, ventral
and dorsal recumbency, Trendelenburg and reverse
Trendelenburg (Figure 2 - 45 degrees angle). All values
were recorded in a database. Finally, necropsy was
performed to confirm if the direct measurement catheter
was inside the abdominal cavity and if the indirect
catheters were in the bladder and stomach. It was also
confirmed the non-existence of pathological alterations of
the abdominal cavity. All dogs which revealed disease
affecting the cavity and its organs were excluded.

Figure 2.

2.3. Statistic
The data was analysed using the SPSS program
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, 2010 version),
which made a comparison between all variables. Analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was used to identify significant
differences between the averages of the groups. The
Pearson coefficient correlation test was used to analyse
relationships between the various pressures. Values are
expressed as mean ± standard deviation and statistical
tests of mean comparisons; differences were considered
statistically significant when P <0.05.

recumbency average, pressures were 3.1 ± 3.0 mmHg; in
ventral recumbency, 2.3 ± 3.4 mmHg; in the dorsal
recumbency, 1.9 ± 3.4 mmHg; in Trendelenburg position,
2.4 ± 3.2 mmHg; finally, in reverse Trendelenburg
position, 2.2 ± 3.3 mmHg (Table 1).
Table 1. Average IAP of the measured values by direct method in
mmHg
Lower
Upper
Mean ± Standard
Position
limit
limits
Deviation
Lateral

0.00

13.00

3.07±3.04

Ventral

- 2.00

13.00

3.31±3.38

Dorsal

0.00

14.00

1.93±3.44

3. Results

Trendelenburg

-2.00

13.00

2.34±3.22

Reverse –Trendelenburg

-3.00

13.00

2.24 ± 3.52

3.1. Direct Values of IAP

The comparison of the direct values of IAP in the
various positions did not reveal statistically significant
differences (P = 0.765).

The pressure measurements by direct sensor showed
very constant readings in all positions. In lateral
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3.2. TM Values
The pressure measurements by TM showed stable
readings in lateral, ventral and dorsal recumbency, but
some differences in the Trendelenburg and reverse
Trendelenburg position. In lateral recumbency, mean
pressures were 4.5 ± 3.1 mmHg; in ventral recumbency,
3.6 ± 2.9 mmHg; in dorsal recumbency, 3.4 ± 3.4 mmHg;
in Trendelenburg position, 2.6 ± 3.1 mmHg; in reverse
Trendelenburg position, 4.6 ± 2.9 mmHg (Table 2).
Table 2. Average IAP of the measured values by transurethral
method in mmHg
Lower
Upper
Mean ± Standard
Position
limit
limits
Deviation
Lateral
0.29
13.99
4.52±3.12
Ventral
0.00
11.55
3.59±2.94
Dorsal
0.00
12.65
3.40±3.43
Trendelenburg
0.00
11.25
2.57±3.14
Reverse Trendelenburg
0.00
11.18
4.55 ± 2.98

The comparison between the values of IAP obtained by
TM in the various positions did not show statistically
significant differences (P = 0.091).

3.3. IGM Values
The pressure measurements by IGM showed variable
readings, with considerably different values in
Trendelenburg and reverse Trendelenburg position. In
lateral recumbency, mean pressures were 4.7 ± 2.2 mmHg;
in ventral recumbency, 3.0 ± 1.6 mmHg; in dorsal
recumbency, 2.6 ± 1.9 mmHg; in Trendelenburg position,
7.1 ± 2.7 mmHg; in reverse Trendelenburg position, 0.1 ±
0.3 mmHg (Table 3).
Table 3. Average IAP of the measured values by intra-gastric
manometry method in mmHg
Lower
Upper
Mean ± Standard
Position
limit
limits
Deviation
Lateral
1.47
10.67
4.73±2.16
Ventral
0.00
5.37
3.04±1.55
Dorsal
0.00
9.19
2.59±1.99
Trendelenburg
0.96
12.00
7.14±2.72
Reverse Trendelenburg
0.00
0.88
0.11 ± 0.28

The comparison between values of IAP obtained by
IGM in the various positions revealed statistically
significant differences (P = 0.0001).

3.4. Comparison of Methods
The measurements obtained by the three methods were
subsequently compared with each other to see if there
were differences between methods.
Table 4. Level of significance between the measurements made by
the three methods, in the five positions
Position
Significance level (P<0.05)
Lateral recumbency
0.062
Ventral recumbency
0.207
Dorsal recumbency
0.186
Trendeelenburg
0.0001
Reverse trendelenburg
0.00001

It was observed that lateral, ventral and dorsal positions
showed no statistically significant differences between
them (P >0.05), with identical mean values obtained with
through methods (Table 4). As for the efficacy of the
direct IAP sensor, significant correlation coefficients (cc)

were observed between the IAP measurements obtained
directly versus indirectly: direct versus TM, cc. 0.87;
direct versus IGM, cc. 0.28; TM versus IGM, cc. 0.25.
Regarding Trendelenburg and reverse Trendelenburg
position, the IAP values obtained by the three methods
showed statistically significant differences between
groups (P< 0.05).

4. Discussion
The measurement of IAP can be useful for detecting
early changes, such as intra-abdominal hypertension or
alterations in APP. When IAP values are greater than 12
mmHg it is symptomatic of intra-abdominal hypertension,
and compartment syndrome is generally considered when
IAP values are greater than this in combination with at
least one end-organ failure [4,48,49]. Abdominal
compartment syndrome is the pathophysiological
consequence of raised IAP, including reduction in
perfusion, ventilation deficit, oliguria and other renal
problems, and increased intra-cranial pressure [3,5,48,50].
Abdominal surgery is consider one of the risk factors that
can increased IAP [7,21,31,50,51]. It is documented that
hernioplasty and changes of anatomic stuctures in hernia´s
are also responsible of IAP alterations [7,11,12].
Although there are several doubts regarding the
measurements of IAP, the indirect methods used for
determination of IAP are considered the most accurate to
evaluate this parameter [17]. The choice of method
usually points to the TM, since it is consider the gold
standard [17,19,20,21]. In our study, we used the modified
technique of Kron, proposed by Cheatham and Safcsak
[17,46]. This technique minimizes the risk of urinary tract
infections and sepsis, contrary to the original technique
proposed, allowing the possibility of repeated
measurements and reduced costs [17]. We also used the
MIG to determine IAP since it is usually the alternative,
when the TM cannot be used (urinary tract infection,
pelvic trauma and cistotomy). This technique is also very
cost efficient, it doesn’t interfere with urine output and the
risk of infection is absent, making this technique perfect to
screening IAP, comparing its costs to the results [17].
The direct measurement through Codman´s micro
sensor, micro miniature silicon strain gauge type sensor,
was first used by Pracca and co-workers [16]. They
concluded that these sensors allow continuous monitoring,
without urinary tract manipulation, are simple to use and
to calibrate and are minimally invasive. The problem with
this sensor is its cost, for which it should be reserved for
patients where standard techniques cannot be used [16].
The MT is widely used in ICU and scientific studies
and sometimes the findings may be influenced by the
method. In the literature there are several studies about the
variables that affect IAP but none of them study each
variable singly. In these studies all the variables that affect
the IAP are always present. The type of methodology used
in this study was chosen because three reasons: 1 - The
difficulties linked to human experimentation and ethical
issues (is not ethical rotate a patient to five positions, and
measure IAP by three methods at the same time point); 2 The difficulty of creating an artificial model of the
abdominal cavity; and 3- The difficulty of eradicating
some of the variables described that influence the
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measurement of IAP. Using an analytical approach of
breaking a problem down into smaller problems, the study
was realized in an animal anatomical model of the
abdominal cavity. Like this we have an anatomical model
of the abdominal cavity with scale and similarities to
humans. The principal difference between the abdominal
cavity of dogs and humans is the orientation of the organs
because animals walk in prone position. This fact can
influence abdominal compliance which affects IAP. These
and other differences lead to different values of IAP
between species. However the type of cavity, the
anatomical constituents and the definition of abdominal
pressure is similar. This type of study has many
advantages, since it allows the elimination of variables
that are identified in the literature as being liable for
influencing IAP measurement [38-43]. For this reason, the
following variables will not be present: abdominal and
gastric contraction, micturition reflex and breathing
[23,37-43]. Therefore we have a better explanation of the
methods used, whilst maintaining the ethics of the study.
Like this we only experiment the variable under study: the
effect of body position.
The normal values in humans for IAP are 0.2-12.2
mmHg [1,7] and the normal interval in dogs is between 0
and 3.75 mmHg, however, in animals submitted to
ovariohysterectomy, IAP values can reach up to 11.25
mmHg, without symptoms of hypertension [7,19,47].
Recently Way and co-workers (2014) found in dogs
higher average IAP values (5.9 ± 1.0 mmHg) than those
previously described [52]. Although the present study was
performed in cadavers, IAP values established are within
the limits defined for the species, as shown in Table 1,
Table 2 and Table 3. The fact that IAP values in cadavers
are similar to live animals is directly linked with the
definition of IAP, which is nothing more than a pressure
state. The pressure state of the abdominal cavity is
determined by body mass index, posture, muscular
activity of the wall and breath [48,50,53]. This definition
of IAP is precisely the reason why we decided to carry out
a cadaver study. Nevertheless the IAP values obtained can
be considered low. Lower values of IAP in this study can
be due to loss of tissue tension, the non-existence of
respiratory movements and a complete absence of
abdominal muscles contraction. It is documented that only
the variable muscle contraction may lead to a decrease in
25% of IAP if exists neuromuscular blocking in abdominal
surgery [54]. The effect of respiratory movements in IAP
was studied by Wilson (1933) and he concluded that there
is a rise in IAP during inspiration proportional to the depth
of inspiration [55]. He also concluded that no rise of IAP
occurs in normal expiration [55]. As in this study there are
no respiratory movements will be no change in IAP,
independently of the physiological mechanism.
In this study, it was concluded that IAP measurement
through the bladder, using urethral or intra-gastric catheter,
is, in both cases, an accurate method for measuring IAP in
lateral, ventral and dorsal positions in dogs. In these body
positions, the three methods showed no statistically
significant differences between them (P <0.05), with
identical average values obtained with both methods
(Table 4). As for the efficacy of the direct IAP sensor,
significant correlation coefficients (cc) were observed
between the IAP measurements obtained directly versus
indirectly: direct versus TM, cc. 0.87; direct versus IGM,
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cc. 0.28; TM versus IGM, cc. 0.25. The correlation
coefficients found for the different methods are in
accordance with the literature, although showing lower
values [32]. In the study of Engum and co-workers the
objective was to compare gastric tonometry with direct
IAP in a canine model with simulated abdominal
compartmentalization syndrome. The dogs were submitted
to laparotomy and a bag of fluid was positioned inside the
abdomen. The issue occurred with the anaesthetic protocol.
They induced the dogs with thiopental and the anaesthesia
was maintained with isoflurane. In the experimental
design of this study, the animals were without any
analgesia when undergoing laparotomy. This means that
the animals could demonstrate pain and, consequently,
there could have been abdominal contraction, which is one
of the factors that may result in IAP increase [38,40]. This
fact can explain the differences between the correlation
values of our study and Engum work. Another fact that
may explain the difference between the correlation
coefficients is the absence of contraction by abdominal
muscles [54]. Despite these small differences, this study
demonstrates that the best indirect method for measuring
IAP in dogs is the TM, similar to what happens in humans
[30,56].
The IAP values obtained by direct method were quite
constant in all the positions studied and no statistically
significant differences were obtained (P = 0.765). This
presupposes that there is no difference in IAP when body
position is altered. This fact is contrary to what is
described in the literature, which contradicts the
previously described [26,36,37]. These studies conclude
that IAP values are different depending of the body
position. However, all IAP values were determined by
indirect methods, namely the TM. We mustn’t forget that
TM is based on fluids mechanic and in the principles of
hydrostatic. The pressure value obtained depends on the
dynamic balance between columns of water, between the
bladder and the stomach (17). This type of system has
some disadvantages linked to being a fluid-filled system.
The displacement of the fluid from an upper pressure to a
lower pressure influences the system, as observed in this
work. We believe that this fact explains why these studies
refer that IAP is influenced by body position. In our work,
statistically significant differences were demonstrated
between direct measurements and IAP values obtained by
indirect methods (TM and IGM) in the Trendelenburg and
reverse Trendelenburg position. We believe this to be
directly related to the dynamic equilibrium of the fluid
column pressures. In such positions, the patient is placed
in an inclined plane leading to fluid movement as Figure 2
illustrates. In our study, although measurements are being
collected simultaneously by the three methods, we
observed that the water in both columns (TM and IGM)
demonstrates several alterations when we change the body
position, with the direct measurement remaining equal.
Thus, in the Trendelenburg position, the TM tends to have
values close to zero, since the water column will move in
the cranial direction, with the average values decreasing
by 50%, 2.6 ± 3.1 mmHg, when compared with the
average in lateral, ventral and dorsal recumbency. On the
other hand, IGM rises whit a gain of approximately 40%,
7.1 ± 2.7 mmHg. The fluid column, due to the inclination,
tends to move anteriorly. Hence, the IAP will be
underestimated by TM and overestimated by IGM. In the
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reverse Trendelenburg position, the opposite occurs,
because, as the slope is the opposite, the fluid column
movement will be as well, presenting a direction of the
fluid flow. Thus, the IAP value reflected a decrease of
average values close to zero, 0.1 ± 0.3 mmHg in IGM.
Similarly, the movement of the fluid column in this
position led to an increase in the IAP value for TM, to
mean 4.6 ± 2.9 mmHg. This fact had already been
described by De Keulenaer and co-workers when
observed that patients with the head of the bed elevated to
30 and 45 degrees had IAP increased [36]. Therefore, in
reverse Trendelenburg position, IAP by IGM will be
underestimated and by TM will be overestimated. This
type of change is not linked to the type of patient (human,
dog or cat) or if the study was realized in a living or nonliving animal model. This change is directly related to the
TM and the principles of fluid mechanics and is going to
happen in all species and in any type of model.
There are, however, some indirect systems that
accomplish the IAP measurement with an air-pouch
localized in the stomach. These systems use air and not
liquid, eliminating the disadvantages related with the
water column [17,20,25]. The problem of this systems is
that are not indicated to screening, but is best for
continuous fully automated monitoring for a long period
of time [17,20].
Abdominal perfusion pressure has been demonstrated to
be an accurate predictor of visceral perfusion and an endpoint for resuscitation [5,48,49,57]. The calculation of the
APP is performed by subtracting the value of IAP to the
mean arterial pressure (MAP) [48,49,57]. As the most
widely used method for measuring the IAP is the MT,
when the patient is inclined, measurement may be
erroneous leading to false judgments of APP. This false
assumption can lead the practician to wrong therapeutic
decisions.
The clinical impact of this study is improves the
knowledge in the measurements of IAP in ICU and
surgery blocks allowing proper use of the direct and
indirect methods. Direct and both indirect methods to
measure IAP in humans and animals have been validated
clinically and they are used worldwide in ICUs
[15,16,19,20,22,29,37]. Although this study was
conducted in a non-living animal model, results provide a
better explanation of the IAP. Only a study with this
experimental design allows eradicate the variables
described of influence the measurements and maintain the
ethics of the study. The use of a non-living animal model
to realize the study and measure IAP may be controversial.
However, the IAP measurements obtained have similar
values in live dogs and the physical definition of pressure
was not changed.

5. Conclusions
For the first time, is given the explanation why body
position can influence the measurement of IAP. The
measurements of IAP via the bladder through a urethral
catheter, and the measurement via intra-gastric catheter,
are both accurate methods for measuring IAP in lateral,
ventral and dorsal position. All measurements carried out
in Trendelenburg and reverse Trendelenburg position by
indirect methods show differences regarding the direct

method. This fact can be explained by the movement of
the water column, which is the base of the indirect
methods.
The values obtained from direct method measurements
in different positions (lateral, ventral, dorsal, Trendelenburg
and reverse Trendelenburg) have no statistically significant
differences. This fact assumes that there are no differences
of IAP in different body positions. In the literature it is
described that position can alter the IAP because in these
studies they use indirect methods based in water
manometers. Therefore, in Trendelenburg position the IAP
by TM will be underestimated and overestimated by IGM,
and in reverse Trendelenburg position the IAP by IGM
will be underestimated and the TM will be overestimated.
The indirect methods to obtain IAP are valid methods
that give valid information to the practician. However the
clinician must know the variables that affect the method to
obtain the most reliable information.
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